
Do you care about primary education? 
 
Can you do each of these in 50 seconds?  
 
(i) 7% of 500    (ii) 2242 ÷ 59   (iii) Write MMVI in figures.  
 
(iv) Write the first and last number in the sequence:    ?   1      15/8     2¼    ?  
 
(v) Circle the adverb:  Of all the toys in his large collection, Karl’s little brother 
liked the cuddly rabbit best.   
 
(vi) Rewrite the verbs in the present progressive form: Jim learns French at 
school. He plans to ski in the Alps in the spring.   
 
 Now, read on…  
The last five years of government policy have turned English primary education on its 
head.  Parents need to understand exactly what we have to lose if this continues, 
and just how dire the situation is.   
 

Five frightening facts about primary school education in England. 
 
First – High-pressure tests are hurting our children.  
The above questions are from the recent compulsory SATs for 10/11 year olds which 
reflect a 1950s curriculum not relevant for the 21st century.  Children need functional 
numeracy, to be confident with mental maths, which does not involve long divisions 
you never have to do! They need to be enthusiastic, motivated readers and 
competent writers rather than grammatical box-tickers. It is both damaging and 
absurd to put pressure on young children in this way.  It is a sad fact that many 
children this year leave Primary feeling like failures. Not a good way to begin 
Secondary school. .  
This is not just the opinion of many tens of thousands of parents, it is a view shared 
by secondary school teachers.  “Primary schools are under such pressure,” one 
Oxford secondary head teacher told me, “that they teach to the test in ways that are 
wholly unhelpful.  Children are taught using ‘exam-led’ strategies. They parrot 
methods and learn to spot answers without any real understanding of either the 
maths or the English grammar behind it all.  For children to succeed later on, they 
must have a good sense of number and an ability to write, not just be able to pass a 
SAT test!”    
 
Second – one size fits all.   
It is well understood by parents and teachers that children develop at different rates.  
Just as a child will stay on the same shoe size for a while, and will only grow in the 
foot department once you have spent your hard-earned cash on a brand new pair of 
shoes, so they grow intellectually in similar, jerky fits and starts.  So teachers have 
always tailored their teaching to suit each child’s needs.  But children are no longer 
allowed to learn at their own pace.  In maths and English, every child must be on the 



same page in the textbook in every lesson.  Government policy now insists that 
teachers do the same thing with all children, irrespective of whether it is too hard for 
some and too easy for others. This is the way it is done in China and Singapore, and 
this is the way it must now be done in England.   
 
Third – teachers are leaving the profession in droves. This is not an exaggeration; 
look around your locality.  Teachers are utterly fed-up and disillusioned.  On average, 
teachers work between 50 and 60 hours a week, and many have to work Saturdays.  
Far too much time is spent collecting data on children and nowhere near enough 
time is spent doing things that actually benefit the class. Teachers, like children, are 
over-tested and under-valued.  They are monitored almost out of existence.  “It feels 
as if the government does not trust us to do our jobs,” a teacher of 20 years standing 
who is quitting the profession this year, told me.  “So much of my effort goes into 
things that are a complete waste of time. I am no longer allowed to teach in the 
ways I want to, and which I know work.  I have to do as I am told.” She told me she 
was starting a dog-walking business.  “I shall make almost as much money,” she 
confided, “and no one will be breathing down my neck!”  
 
Fourth – Do as I say, not as I do….   
English education used to have a name around the world for encouraging creativity, 
for allowing children to develop their interests and explore a wide range of topics. 
Many international businesses, including Apple, recruit their engineers, designers, 
and art directors in the UK for this reason.  But this is all being forcibly changed. 
Maths must be taught from Chinese-style textbooks. Reading is approached through 
decoding invented words and being tested on these. Children no longer make-up 
and write their own stories – they analyse the grammar of sentences in ways even 
university students cannot manage.  Creative education is being replaced by drill and 
rote learning.   
       Are we happy with this? Well, a load of schools are NOT towing the government 
line on these policies, at least in relation to teaching maths and English.  These are 
the private schools where, presumably, many of those working in and for the DFE 
send their own children to school. They are (mysteriously) exempt. So it feels as if 
the boring, drill-for-skills approach is fine for children in state schools, but ministers 
want to stimulate and inspire the children in the private sector.   
“I want to teach in creative ways as the private schools do,” a head teacher in Devon 
complained, “But we are not allowed. If the ministers’ policies are imposed on our 
children, why are they not imposed on children in the private sector?”  
 
Fifth –  Happy children, good learners – not any more! 
From 1960 on, we have a tradition in England of expecting our children to enjoy 
primary school. The evidence, hardly surprising, showed that children are more likely 
to read, to understand their maths, to explore scientific ideas and to generally retain 
facts, if they are stimulated and enjoying their learning.  They do even better if they 
like their teacher, and she has time to develop a personal relationship with each of 
them.  This is primary education at its best.  
      Collecting data – figures representing maths, phonics or grammar scores – 
logging these on databases and printing-out graphs so that inspectors can monitor 



the school is no substitute at all for actually knowing which child is passionate about 
dinosaurs, why Jimmy is so interested in insects and what makes Bella so obsessed 
with fossils.   
 
    In relation to primary education in England, we are not in danger of throwing the 
baby out with the bathwater, the poor thing is halfway down the drain and heading 
for the sewers.  A new government could change all this without spending a penny.  
Here are five starters for ten: 

• Scrap the KS2 SATs – they are wholly inappropriate and are having a terrible 
effect on teaching as well as hurting children. 

• Stop collecting figures about every child.  Judge schools by LOOKING at the 
teaching and at the children’s work, and TALKING to parents and children.  

• Relax the hold of government on the day-to-day life of schools. Stop telling 
teachers how to do their job and trust them to do it well.  

• Return to the broad and balanced curriculum – stop putting pressure on 
teachers to do only phonics, grammar and maths and allow them to return to 
a rich and varied diet of topics, which follow the children’s interests and 
stimulate their desire to learn.   

• Same rules for rich and poor – if a policy is to be imposed on the state sector, 
then it must also be imposed on the private schools as well. It is not fair that 
private schools can continue to teach in creative and stimulating ways, and 
state schools have to revert to 1950’s or Chinese methods.   

 


